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This comprehensive book provides the knowledge and tools required to conduct a human error
analysis of accidents. Serving as an excellent reference guide for many safety professionals and
investigators already in the field.

"Adopters who want to teach their students how to solve the problems they are likely to
encounter on the FE should be happy with Sullivan... Sullivan has passed the test of time for
good reasons." — William Shughart, University of Mississippi"I think that Sullivan et al. is clearer
and easier to read than some of the other texts. It sticks to application more than theory and has
a lot of examples and problems." — Karen Bursic, University of Pittsburgh"There is a wealth of
end-of-chapter problems that are both well done and written in a way that students, in general,
understand what is being asked. The text has proven the test of time and has been honed to a
fine edge." — Patrick Knelling, Virginia Polytechnic InstituteFrom the Back CoverUsed by
engineering students worldwide, this best-selling text provides a sound understanding of the
principles, basic concepts, and methodology of engineering economy. Built upon the rich and
time-tested teaching materials of earlier editions, it is extensively revised and updated to reflect
current trends and issues, with an emphasis on the economics of engineering design
throughout.New to the Thirteenth Edition:Case studies with end-of-chapter questions that
encourage writing and critical thinking.Fundamentals of Engineering Exam multiple choice
questions at the end of each chapter.Spreadsheets integrated throughout the text. In particular,
many examples include solutions, both hand worked and with spreadsheets, so students can
see both techniques side by side. New end-of-chapter spreadsheet problems are included, as
well as spreadsheet templates on the student CAD.Brief basic review of simple accounting
principles.Increased emphasis on cost estimating.Expanded treatment given to the economic
aspects of engineering design.The spreadsheet examples that accompany each chapter,
Appendix A: "Using Excel to Solve Engineering Economy Problems," the Spreadsheet Modeling
supplement, and the Expanded Example supplements that appear on the Student CD have
been provided by James Alloway. Dr. Alloway has been developing and using spreadsheets
since the early 1980s to solve problems and enhance learning in industry, academia, end in his
consulting practice. His affiliation with this text began in 1993.Excerpt. © Reprinted by
permission. All rights reserved.ABOUT ENGINEERING ECONOMYA succinct job description for
an engineer consists of two words: problem solver. Engineering design solutions do not exist in a
vacuum, but within the context of a business opportunity. Thus, design solutions put forth by
engineers must be both technically, as well as financially, sound in view of a firm's business plan.
But every problem has multiple design solutions, so the issue is, How does one rationally select
the design with the most favorable economic result? The answer to this question can also be put



forth in two words: engineering economy. Engineering economy provides a systematic
framework for evaluating the economic aspects of competing design solutions. The foundation
for such analyses is enumerated in the seven principles of engineering economy. These
principles provide the basis for building predictive models of financial impact. Just as engineers
model the stress on a support column, or the thermodynamic response of a steam turbine, they
must also model the economic impact of their decisions.Engineering economy—what is it, and
why is it important? The initial reaction of many engineering students to these questions is,
"Money matters will be handled by someone else. It is not something I need to worry about." In
reality, any engineering project must be not only physically realizable, but also economically
affordable. For example; a child's tricycle could be built with an aluminum frame or a composite
frame. Some may argue that, because the composite frame will be stronger and lighter, it is a
better choice. However, there is not much of _ market for thousand-dollar tricycles! One might
suggest that this argument is ridiculously simplistic and that common sense would dictate
choosing aluminum for the framing material. Although the scenario is an exaggeration, it
reinforces the idea that the economic factors of a design weigh heavily in the design process,
and that engineering economy is an integral part of that process, regardless of the engineering
discipline. Engineering, without economy, usually makes no sense at all.Understanding and
applying economic principles to engineering has never been more important. Engineering is
more than a problem-solving activity focusing on the development of products, systems, and
processes to satisfy a need or demand. Beyond function and performance, solutions must also
be viable economically_ Design decisions affect limited resources such a5 time. material. labor.
capital, natural resources, etc., not only initially (during conceptual design), but also through the
remaining phases of the life-cycle (e.g., detailed design, manufacture and distribution, service,
retirement and disposal). A great solution can die a certain death if it is not profitable.HISTORY
OF THE BOOKThe original Introduction to Engineering Economy, authored by Woods and
DeGarmo, appeared in 1942. The extensive use of this text for over 60 years has encouraged
the authors to continue building on the original purpose of the book—to teach lucidly the
principles of engineering economy. In this spirit, the thirteenth edition of Engineering Economy
has built upon the rich and time-tested teaching materials of earlier editions, and its publication
makes it the oldest. revised book on the market that deals exclusively with engineering
economy.THIRTEENTH EDITION OF ENGINEERING ECONOMY HIGHLIGHTSNew or
enhanced features to this edition include the following:Spreadsheet models are integrated
throughout the text.A Student's CD containing additional solved problems, spreadsheet models,
and reference materials is included in the back cover of the text.An Instructor's CD containing
full solutions to all problems in the book, as well as supplemental examination and test questions
and additional resource material is available to professors who adopt the book.New OneKey site
puts all resources in one protected online site, and can also be used to create personalized
online courses.Chapter on Cost Estimating has been moved to Chapter 3. A new simple
appendix on the basics of accounting has been added to Chapter 2.A new appendix on



techniques for using Excel in Engineering Economy has been added.Fundamentals of
Engineering (FE) Exam-style questions have been added to the end-of-chapter problem
sets.Several comprehensive examples (case studies) have been added throughout the
book.Extended learning exercises are available in most chapters.A large number of new and
updated end-of-chapter problems are included.PEDAGOGY OF THIS BOOKThis book has two
primary objectives: (1) to provide students with a sound understanding of the principles, basic
concepts, and methodology of engineering economy; and (2) to help them develop proficiency
with these methods and with the process for making rational decisions they are likely to
encounter in professional practice. Consequently, Engineering Economy is intended to serve as
a text for classroom instruction and as a basic reference for use by practicing engineers in all
specialty areas (e.g., chemical, civil, computer, electrical, industrial, and mechanical
engineering). The book is also useful to persons engaged in the management of technical
activities.As a textbook, the thirteenth edition is written principally for the first formal course in
engineering economy. The contents of the book, the accompanying Student's CD, and the
Instructor's materials (available from Prentice Hall) are organized for effective presentation and
teaching of the subject matter. A three-credit-hour semester course should be able to cover the
majority of topics in this edition, and there is sufficient depth and breadth to enable an instructor
to arrange course content to suit individual needs. Representative syllabi for a three-credit and a
two-credit semester course in engineering economy are provided in Table P-1. Moreover,
because several advanced topics are included (both in the text and on the Instructor's CD), this
book can also be used for a second course in engineering economy.All chapters and
appendices have been revised and updated to reflect current trends and issues. Also, numerous
exercises that involve open-ended problem statements and iterative problem-solving skills are
included throughout the book. A large number of the 600-plus end-of-chapter exercises are new,
and many solved examples representing realistic problems that arise in various engineering
disciplines are presented. FE exam-style questions have been added to help prepare
engineering students for this milestone examination, leading to professional registration. Passing
the FE exam is a first step in getting licensed as a "Professional Engineer" (PE). Engineering
students should seriously consider becoming a PE because it opens many employment
opportunities and increases lifetime earnings potential.It is generally advisable to teach
engineering economy at the upper division level. Here, an engineering economy course
incorporates the accumulated knowledge students have acquired in other areas of the
curriculum also dealing with iterative problem solving, open-ended exercises, creativity in
formulating and evaluating feasible solutions to problems, and consideration of realistic
constraints (economic, aesthetic, safety, etc.) in problem solving.Read more
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editing and formatting this book.PrefaceAs aircraft have become more reliable, humans have
played a progressively more important causal role in aviation accidents. Consequently, a
growing number of aviation organizations are tasking their safety personnel with developing
accident investigation and other safety programs to address the highly complex and often
nebulous issue of human error. Unfortunately, many of today’s aviation safety personnel have
little formal education in human factors or aviation psychology. Rather, most are professional
pilots with general engineering or other technical backgrounds. Thus, many safety professionals
are ill-equipped to perform these new duties and, to their dismay, soon discover that an “off-the-
shelf’ or standard approach for investigating and preventing human error in aviation does not
exist. This is not surprising, given that human error is a topic that researchers and academicians
in the fields of human factors and psychology have been grappling with for decades.Indeed,
recent years have seen a proliferation of human error frameworks and accident investigation
schemes to the point where there now appears to be as many human error models as there are
people interested in the topic (Senders and Moray, 1991). Even worse, most error models and
frameworks tend to be either too “academic” or abstract for practitioners to understand or are too
simple and “theoretically void” to get at the underlying causes of human error in aviation
operations.Having been left without adequate guidance to circumnavigate the veritable potpourri
of human error frameworks available, many safety professionals have resorted to developing
accident investigation and error-management programs based on intuition or “pop psychology”
concepts, rather than on theory and empirical data. The result has been accident analysis and
prevention programs that, on the surface, produce a great deal of activity (e.g., incident
reporting, safety seminars and “error awareness” training), but in reality only peck around the
edges of the true underlying causes of human error. Demonstrable improvements in safety are
therefore hardly ever realized.The purpose of the present book is to remedy this situation by
presenting a comprehensive, user-friendly framework to assist practitioners in effectively
investigating and analyzing human error in aviation. Coined the Human Factors Analysis and
Classification System (HFACS), its framework is based on James Reason’s (1990) well-known
“Swiss cheese” model of accident causation. In essence, HFACS bridges the gap between
theory and practice in a way that helps improve both the quantity and quality of information
gathered in aviation accidents and incidents.The HFACS framework was originally developed
for, and subsequently adopted by, the U.S. Navy/Marine Corps as an accident investigation and
data analysis tool. The U.S. Army, Air Force, and Coast Guard, as well as other military and
civilian aviation organizations around the world are also currently using HFACS to supplement
their preexisting accident investigation systems. In addition, HFACS has been taught to literally
thousands of students and safety professionals through workshops and courses offered at
professional meetings and universities. Indeed, HFACS is now relatively well known within many
sectors of aviation and an increasing number of organizations worldwide are interested in
exploring its usage. Consequently, we currently receive numerous requests for more information



about the system on what often seems to be a daily basis.To date, however, no single document
containing all the information on the development and application of HFACS exists. Most of our
previous work on this topic has been published in either technical reports, scientific journals or
conference proceedings. Furthermore, given the development of HFACS has been an evolving
process, our early publications and presentations contain much older, less complete versions of
the system. Yet given the popularity and accessibility of the World Wide Web, many of these
older versions are currently being circulated via documents and presentations that are available
and downloadable over the Internet. As a result, some organizations are using older versions of
HFACS and are not benefiting from the use of the latest and greatly improved version. Our goals
in writing this book, therefore, are to integrate our various writings in this area and to expand
upon them in a way not suitable for technical journals or other scientific publications. This book,
therefore, will serve as a common resource for all who are interested in obtaining the most up-to-
date and comprehensive description of the HFACS framework.We have written this book
primarily for practitioners (not necessarily academicians) in the field of aviation safety. Therefore,
we intentionally describe human error and HFACS from an applied perspective. In doing so, our
hope is that practitioners will find in this book the necessary ingredients to effectively investigate
and analyze the role of human error in aviation accidents and incidents. Perhaps then, definitive
improvements in aviation safety will be more readily forthcoming.Scope of the BookTo set the
stage for our discussion of HFACS, Chapter 1 provides an overview of the historical role that
human error has played in aviation accidents. This chapter also examines the possible systemic
reasons for the limited effectiveness of many accident prevention programs and highlights the
need for the development of a comprehensive framework of human error.Toward these ends, the
prominent human error perspectives commonly discussed in the literature are presented in
Chapter 2, serving as a foundation for the development of HFACS. The strengths and
weaknesses of each perspective are discussed with an eye toward a unifying theory of human
error that incorporates the best aspects of each.One of the most influential unifying theories,
James Reason’s “Swiss cheese” model of accident causation, is presented in Chapter 3. With
Reason’s model as its theoretical basis, the HFACS framework is then laid out in detail to
describe the latent and active failures or “holes in the cheese” as postulated by Reason.Simply
describing HFACS however, is not enough. After all “the proof of the pudding is in the eating”.
Therefore, a better way to gain an appreciation of how HFACS can be applied to aviation
accident analysis is to demonstrate its utility using a series of case studies. With this in mind,
Chapter 4 presents several examples of how HFACS can be applied to explain the human
causal factors associated with actual aviation accidents.Moving beyond the realm of accident
investigation, Chapter 5 illustrates how HFACS can be used to perform comprehensive human
factors analyses of existing accident databases. Examples will also be provided of how the
results of such analyses have helped to identify key human factors problems within Naval
aviation, so that successful interventions could be developed and implemented.Still, how is one
to know whether HFACS will have utility in an operational setting? One obvious way is simply to



implement it and see if it works. However, in today’s world, most organizations cannot absorb the
cost in both time and money to wait and see if HFACS proves useful. Clearly, a better approach
would be to use some sort of objective criteria for evaluating the framework. Chapter 6,
therefore, describes the set of design criteria and the validation process used to ensure that
HFACS would have utility as an accident investigation and data analysis tool.As the final
chapter, aptly named “But What About…?”, Chapter 7 addresses some of the common
questions and concerns that people often have about HFACS. While we would like to think that
the preceding chapters adequately speak to these issues, we have chosen to meet them head-
on in this chapter in order to help readers better determine the appropriateness of HFACS for
their organization.DisclaimerThe views expressed in this book are our own. They do not
necessarily reflect those of the Federal Aviation Administration or the U.S. Department of
Transportation. Nor do they necessarily reflect those of the U.S. Navy, Department of Defense or
any other branch of the Federal Government. We have made an earnest attempt to provide
proper citation to the work of others, but we do apologize if we have failed to provide appropriate
credit to anyone for their efforts or ideas.1 Errare Humanum Est To Err is HumanOn September
17th … at 4:46 pm, the aeroplane was taken from the shed, moved to the upper end of the field
and set on the starting track. Mr. Wright and Lieutenant Selfridge took their places in the
machine, and it started at 5:14, circling the field to the left as usual. It had been in the air four
minutes and 18 seconds, had circled the field 41/2 times and had just crossed the aeroplane
shed at the lower end of the field when I heard a report then saw a section of the propeller blade
flutter to the ground. I judged the machine at the time was at a height of about 150 feet. It
appeared to glide down for perhaps 75 feet, advancing in the meantime about 200 feet. At this
point it seemed to me to stop, turn so as to head up the field towards the hospital, rock like a
ship in rough water, then drop straight to the ground the remaining 75 feet…The pieces of
propeller blade [were] picked up at a point 200 feet west of where the airplane struck. It was 2½
feet long, was a part of the right propeller, and from the marks on it had apparently come in
contact with the upper guywire running to the rear rudder. … [The propeller] struck [the guywire]
hard enough to pull it out of its socket and at the same time to break the propeller. The rear
rudder then fell to the side and the air striking this from beneath, as the machine started to glide
down, gave an upward tendency to the rear of the machine, which increased until the equilibrium
was entirely lost. Then the aeroplane pitched forward and fell straight down, the left wings
striking before the right. It landed on the front end of the skids, and they, as well as the front
rudder was crushed.Lieutenant Selfridge … died at 8:10 that evening of a fracture of the skull
over the eye, which was undoubtedly caused by his head striking one of the wooden supports or
possibly one of the wires. … Mr. Wright was found to have two or three ribs broken, a cut over
the eye, also on the lip, and the left thigh broken between the hip and the knee (1st Lieutenant
Frank P. Lalm, 1908).Note, this pioneer of aviation safety was actually Frank P. Lahm, not Lalm
as identified in this letter to the Chief of the Army Signal Corps.What began as an unofficial
orientation flight at Fort Meyer, Virginia in the summer of 1908, ended in tragedy, as have many



flights since. Sadly, the annals of aviation history are littered with accidents and tragic losses
such as this (Figure 1.1).Since the late 1950s, however, the drive to reduce the accident rate has
yielded unprecedented levels of safety. In fact, today it is likely safer to fly in a commercial airliner
than to drive a car or walk across a busy New York City street. Still, it is interesting that while
historians can recount in detail the strides that the aviation industry has made over the last half
century, one fundamental question remains generally unanswered: “Why do aircraft
crash?”Figure 1.1 The first fatal aviation accidentSource: arlingtoncemetary.comThe answer
may not be as straightforward as you think. For example, in the early years of aviation it could
reasonably be said that the aircraft itself was responsible for the majority of aircraft accidents.
That is, early aircraft were intrinsically unforgiving and, relative to their counterparts today,
mechanically unsafe. However, the modern era of aviation has witnessed an ironic reversal of
sorts. It now appears to some that the aircrew themselves are more deadly than the aircraft they
fly (Mason, 1993; cited in Murray, 1997). Indeed, estimates in the literature indicate that
somewhere between 70 and 80 percent of all aviation accidents can be attributed, at least in
part, to human error (Shappell and Wiegmann, 1996).So, maybe we can answer the larger
question of why aircraft crash, if only we could define what really constitutes that 70 to 80
percent of human error referred to in the literature. But, even if we did know, could we ever really
hope to do anything about it? After all, errare humanum est – to err is human (Plutarch, c.100
AD). So, isn’t it unreasonable to expect error-free human performance? Maybe … but, perhaps a
lesson in how far aviation safety has come since its inauspicious beginnings nearly a century
ago will provide us with some clues about where we need to go next.Aviation Safety TrendsMost
aviation accident statistics cited in the literature today begin with data collected in the late 1950s
and early 1960s. Representative of this type of data are the two graphs presented in Figure 1.2.
In the top graph, the number of commercial aviation accidents that have occurred worldwide
since 1961 are plotted annually against the number of departures. When the data are depicted
in this manner, a sharp decline in the accident rate since the early 1960s becomes readily
apparent. In fact, the number of commercial accidents has decreased to a point where today,
fewer than two accidents occur worldwide for every one million departures (Boeing, 2000; Flight
Safety Foundation [FSF], 1997). What’s more, this trend is generally the same (albeit not as
dramatic), whether you consider the overall number of commercial aviation accidents, or just
those associated with fatalities. In either case, it can reasonably be said that commercial aviation
safety has steadily improved over the last 40 years. Indeed, aviation has become one of the
safest forms of transportation, leading the National Transportation Safety Board to proclaim in
1990 that a passenger boarding a U.S. carrier then had over a 99.99 percent chance of surviving
the flight (NTSB, 1994a).Figure 1.2 Overall (top) and fatal (bottom) commercial air carrier
accidents worldwide 1961-99Figure 1.3 Accident trends for U.S. general and military
aviationImprovements in aviation safety, however, are not unique to commercial aviation.
General aviation accident rates have also plummeted over the last several decades (Figure 1.3,
top). A similar trend can also be seen when accident data from the U.S. Navy/Marine Corps



(middle) and U.S. Air Force (bottom) are plotted across years. Indeed, the accident rates among
these diverse types of flying operations have dropped impressively since the late 1950s and
early 1960s, indicating that all aspects of aviation have benefited from advances aimed at
making the skies safer.So, what can we attribute these improvements in aviation safety to over
the last half-century? Given the rather dramatic changes evident in the accident record, it is
doubtful that any single intervention was responsible for the decline in the accident rate. Rather,
it is likely the result of a variety of factors, such as advancements in technology, equipment,
operating procedures, and training practices (Nagel, 1988; Yacavone, 1993).Figure 1.4 U.S.
Naval aviation accident rate and intervention strategies across calendar years 1950 to
2000Source: U.S. Naval Safety CenterTo give you a better feel for how various interventions
have improved aviation safety, let us consider several of these initiatives within the context of
Naval aviation. In Figure 1.4, a number of technical innovations and standardization programs
introduced into the U.S. Navy/Marine Corps over the last several decades have been
superimposed on the annual accident rate. Arguably, these efforts were not solely responsible
for the decline observed in the accident rate. After all, nowhere does this figure address
improvements in aircraft design and the introduction of new aircraft in the fleet. Still, there is little
question among Naval experts that these interventions played a significant role in the level of
safety currently enjoyed by the U.S. Navy/Marine Corps.Figure 1.5 Original straight carrier flight
deck (top) and improved angled carrier flight deck (bottom)Source: U.S. NavyConsider, for
example, the development of the angled carrier deck aboard Naval aircraft carriers in the early to
mid-1950s. Many Naval history buffs may recall that early aircraft carrier flight decks were single
straight runways, which created a number of safety problems – especially when one aircraft was
trying to take off from the bow of the ship while another was unexpectedly aborting a landing on
the stern (Figure 1.5, top). Not surprising, aircraft would occasionally collide! To remedy this
safety hazard, the angled carrier deck was developed, which allowed aircraft to take off from the
bow of the ship in a different direction from those landing on the stern, avoiding any potential
conflict in their flight paths; a very wise intervention indeed (Figure 1.5, bottom).Another major
factor affecting safety in the U.S. Navy/Marine Corps was the establishment of the Naval Aviation
Safety Center (now known as the Naval Safety Center) in the mid-1950s. On the surface, this
might not seem to be particularly revolutionary given today’s standards. However, for the first
time, a major command in the U.S. Navy was assigned the sole responsibility and authority for
monitoring and regulating safety issues in the fleet. This single act elevated aviation safety to the
highest levels of the U.S. Navy/Marine Corps, as the command reported directly to the Chief of
Naval Operations.Still, other safety programs have helped improve Naval aviation safety as well.
For example, in the early 1960s, the replacement air group concept was created, requiring pilots
to receive specialized training in advanced aircraft before flying them in the fleet. While it may
sound intuitive to some that pilots should gain some tactical experience in their aircraft before
flying them in combat or other operations, this was not always the case. As recently as WWII,
pilots would receive basic flight training and then transition to the fleet, entering the operational



arena with very little time in their combat aircraft.More recently, the establishment of formal
squadron safety programs, the development of aircrew coordination training, and the
implementation of a periodic human factors review of fleet aviators have all contributed
significantly to Naval aviation safety by identifying problems and hazards before they resulted in
accidents. Undeniably, safety initiatives such as these have saved countless lives in the U.S.
Navy/Marine Corps and have elevated Naval aviation safety to unprecedented levels.Beyond
saving lives, the military, like any other business, is often driven by the so-called “bean counters.”
Yet, even the bean counters have to be smiling when you consider the cost savings realized as a
result of improvements in aviation safety. Consider that until recently the U.S. Navy/Marine Corps
flew an average of 2 million flight hours per year (today it’s closer to 1.5 million flight hours per
year). If the rate of major accidents today were still at levels observed in 1950, over 800 aircraft
would have been lost in 2000 alone! Needless to say, the U.S. Navy/Marine Corps would be
quickly out of the aviation business altogether, if that were the case. Thankfully, improvements in
all forms of aviation safety, including Naval aviation, have remedied this trend.Some Reasons for
ConcernEven though the overall accident rate in civil and military aviation is indeed excellent,
certain aspects of the data are “unsettling” (Nagel, 1988, p. 264). As can be seen from the
graphs presented earlier, improvements in aviation safety have slowed substantially during the
last few decades. This plateau has led some to conclude that further reductions in the accident
rate are improbable, if not impossible. In other words, we have reached a point at which
accidents may simply be the “cost of doing business.” However, if we accept this philosophy we
must also be prepared to accept the consequences. For example, on the military side of
aviation, the financial cost of aircraft accidents is growing astronomically. As illustrated in Figure
1.6, the amount of money and resources lost due to U.S. Naval aviation accidents is enormous,
even though these accidents occur much less frequently than other types. Indeed, the loss
incurred from aviation accidents cost the U.S. Navy/Marine Corps some 3.3 billion in the last five
years alone — more than five times that seen with all other accidents combined. Obviously, if the
mishap rate were allowed to continue at its current level, either taxes would have to go up to buy
more airplanes (not a politically popular option), or the military would have to operate with fewer
and fewer aircraft (not a strategically savvy move either).Figure 1.6 Monetary costs of accidents
in the U.S. Navy/Marine Corps from fiscal year 1996 to 2000Source: Fraser (2002)There may be
reason for concern within commercial aviation as well. Consider, for example, that worldwide air
traffic is expected to increase significantly over the next several years as the industry continues
to grow (FSF, 1997). Now let’s assume for the moment that the current commercial accident rate
is already “as good as it’s going to get.” Naturally, if you increase the number of flights while
maintaining the same accident rate, the overall frequency of accidents will inevitably increase as
well. To illustrate this point, the current commercial jet accident rate, expected traffic growth, and
frequency of accidents have been plotted together in Figure 1.7. Sadly, if these estimates remain
unchanged, there may be as many as 50 major airline accidents occurring worldwide per year
during the first decade of the new millennium. This equates to nearly one accident a week!



Figure 1.7 Number of commercial jet accidents, accident rates, and traffic growth — past,
present, and futureSource: Flight Safely Foundation (1997)Given the intense media coverage
that major airline accidents often receive, combined with the rapid dissemination of information
worldwide, there is little doubt that the traveling public will be made well aware of these
accidents in the most explicit detail, even if they do occur half-way around the world. As such,
the airline industry will likely suffer as public confidence erodes and a general mistrust
permeates the aviation industry. Simply trotting out the industry “talking heads” and releasing
statements such as “the accident rate has not changed” or that “we are as safe as we have ever
been” will likely have little or no effect on public confidence, nor will it likely appease the flying
public’s demand for the safest form of transportation possible.One alternative may be to post the
NTSB safety statistic cited earlier on the bulkhead of each airplane. Can you imagine reading
the following placard as you board the airplane with the rest of your family for that fun-filled trip to
Disneyland?Welcome aboard Doug and Scott’s airline. You have a 99.99% chance of surviving
this flight.Not a particularly comforting thought, is it? Well … then again, public relations were
never our strong suit. Beside, the NTSB statistic cited earlier only refers to survival. There are no
guarantees that you will not be involved in an accident or maimed – only that you will likely
survive the ordeal.But seriously, “accident-prevention steps must be taken now to stop the
accident rate from exceeding its current level, and even greater effort must be taken to further
reduce the current accident rate” (FSF, 1997). After all, even if the industry was willing to accept
the monetary cost of accidents, the loss of lives alone makes further reductions a necessity, not
a commodity to be traded. Still, the days of sweeping reductions and sharp drops in the accident
rate due to a few innovations or interventions have been over for nearly 30 years. Any change
will likely be measured as a reduction in only a few accidents a year – and the cost of those
interventions will be the result of millions of dollars worth of research and investigation.
Therefore, with limited budgets and the stakes so high, accident prevention measures must
target the primary cause of accidents, which in most cases, is the human (ICAO, 1993).Human
Error and Aviation AccidentsRecall, that roughly 70 to 80 percent of all aviation accidents are
attributable, at least in part, to some form of human error. Notably, however, as the accident rate
has declined over the last half century, reductions in human error-related accidents have not
kept pace with the reduction of accidents related to mechanical and environmental factors
(NTSB, 1990; Nagel, 1988; O’Hare et al., 1994; Shappell and Wiegmann, 1996; Yacavone,
1993). In fact, humans have played a progressively more important causal role in both civilian
and military aviation accidents as aircraft equipment has become more reliable (Nagel, 1988).
For example, our previous analysis of Naval aviation mishap data (Shappell and Wiegmann,
1996), revealed, that in 1977, the number of Naval aviation accidents attributed solely to
mechanical and environmental factors was nearly equal to those attributable, at least in part, to
human error (Figure 1.8). Yet, by 1992, the number of solely mechanical accidents had been
virtually eliminated, while the number of human-error related accidents had been reduced by
only 50 percent. We have even argued that the reduction in accidents attributable to human error



was not as much a function of interventions aimed at aircrew, as it was improvements made to
the aircraft. After all, it is well known that the opportunity for human error will go up considerably
when a mechanical failure occurs. Not surprising then, as aircraft have become more reliable,
accidents due to human error would naturally decline as well.Figure 1.8 Rate of Naval aviation
accidents associated with human error versus those attributable solely to mechanical or
environmental factorsSo it would appear that many of the interventions aimed at reducing the
occurrence or consequence of human error have not been as effective as those directed at
mechanical failures. Undeniably, there are many reasons for this disparity — some more obvious
than others. Regardless of the reasons however, they can all be best understood within the
context of the accident investigation and prevention process. Therefore, let us consider in more
detail the differences in the accident investigation and intervention process from both the
engineering and human factors side of the house. Although both processes normally occur
simultaneously, each will be considered separately to illustrate their inherent
differences.Engineering Aspects of an InvestigationAlthough much less frequent today than in
years past, mechanical failures occasionally do occur in flight, and in worst-case scenarios may
even lead to an incident or accident as illustrated in Figure 1.9. Typically, an investigation will
then take place involving a team of air-safety investigators and technical support personnel
charged with sifting through the wreckage to uncover hidden clues as to the accident’s cause.
Collectively, this investigative team possesses a wide range of experience, including specialized
knowledge of aircraft systems, aerodynamics, and other aerospace engineering topics. In
addition, these highly trained accident sleuths often have access to an assortment of
sophisticated technology and analytical techniques such as metallurgical tests, electron
microscopy, and advanced computer modeling capabilities, all designed to enrich the
investigative process.Armed with a blend of science and sophisticated instrumentation that
would make even James Bond green with envy, it is no surprise that most, if not all, mechanical
failures that result in accidents are often revealed during the engineering investigation. To
illustrate this point, let us suppose for a moment that the structural integrity of an aircraft is
compromised by fatigue fractures along a wing spar or among a series of bolts or rivets. These
fractures, when viewed with an electron microscope, have unique patterns that can be easily
identified by experienced engineers and metallurgists, leaving little doubt as to the origin of the
failure. In much the same way, the presence of a system malfunction can be uncovered by a
detailed examination of the electrical wiring of the aircraft, including the breakage pattern of light
bulb filaments within the instrument panel. For example, if a particular system warning light was
illuminated at the time of impact (presumably indicating that the system was inoperative) there is
a distinctive stretch to the white-hot filament within the bulb. Combined with other supporting
evidence such as frayed electrical wires, it can then be determined if a system failure contributed
in a significant way to the accident.Figure 1.9 The engineering investigation and prevention
processRegardless of the methods employed, what makes evidence gathered in engineering
investigations so indisputable is that the techniques and analyses involved are grounded in the



physical sciences. This fact alone allows investigators to move beyond simply identifying and
cataloging what part of the aircraft failed, to the larger question of why the failure occurred in the
first place. As a result, data gathered in engineering investigations have yielded revolutionary
design changes and have contributed significantly to the evolution of today’s modern
aircraft.The collection of accident data alone, however, would be of little use if a repository/
database did not exist to house it. Typically then, data from engineering investigations are
entered into accident databases maintained by safety organizations like the National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) in Washington, DC. Such databases are generally highly
structured and well defined, being organized around traditional aircraft categories such as
airframes, powerplants, and component systems. As a result, the data are easily accessible,
allowing periodic analyses to be performed so that major causal trends or common problems
can be identified across accidents.The results from these analyses in turn provide feedback to
investigators, which improves their investigative methods and techniques while providing
guidance on where to look during future investigations. For example, if analysts at the NTSB
were to find that a particular engine had a history of fatigue related failures, then this information
could be distributed to investigators in the field for use during their next investigation. In effect,
the accident database provides a rich source of clues when investigating future accidents.In
addition, information from the database analyses provides a valuable resource for researchers
within the FAA, NASA, DoD and airplane manufacturers whose mission is to develop safer and
more efficient aircraft. Ultimately, these needs-based, data-driven programs produce effective
intervention strategies that either prevent mechanical failures from occurring or mitigate their
consequences when they do. What’s more, given that these interventions are “data-driven,” their
effectiveness can be objectively monitored and evaluated, so that they can be modified or
reinforced to improve safety. The result of this engineering investigative and prevention process
has been a dramatic reduction in the rate of accidents due to mechanical or systems
failures.Human Factors Aspects of an InvestigationIn contrast to the engineering investigation
just described, consider the occurrence of an aircrew error that results in an accident (Figure
1.10). As with mechanical failures, an investigation soon takes place to determine the nature and
cause of these errors. However, unlike the engineering investigation that involved numerous
technical experts, the human performance investigation typically involves only a single
individual, who may or may not be trained in human factors. In fact, even at the world’s premier
safety organizations there may be only a handful of human factors professionals on the staff.
Truth be told, if you were to knock on the door of the NTSB or any of the U.S. military safety
centers today and ask them to send out their human factors experts, only a few people would
exit the building. Now, ask them to send out their engineering experts. It would look like a fire
drill, as practically the whole building empties! Perhaps this is a bit of an exaggeration, but the
point is that most human performance investigators are often a “one person show”, with little
assistance or support in the field or elsewhere.What makes matters worse is that unlike the
tangible and quantifiable evidence surrounding mechanical failures, the evidence and causes of



human error are generally qualitative and elusive. Even the analytical techniques used within the
human factors investigation are generally less refined and sophisticated than those employed to
analyze mechanical and engineering concerns. Consider, for example, the difference between
fatigue in a bolt and a fatigued pilot. Unlike metal fatigue that can be readily identified using well-
established technology and electron microscopy, pilot fatigue is difficult to observe directly,
much less quantify. Instead, it must be inferred from a variety of factors such as the time an
accident occurred and the pilot’s 72-hour history, which includes, among other things, when he/
she went to bed and how long they slept. In addition, other issues such as work tempo,
experience, and flight duration may also come into play, all of which make any determination of
pilot fatigue an inexact science at best. So, while engineers have little difficulty agreeing upon
fatigue in a bolt, it remains virtually impossible to get a group of accident investigators to agree
on the presence of fatigue in a pilot, even if all of the necessary information is available.Like pilot
fatigue, the identification of other human factors causal to an accident is easier said than done.
As a result, human factors investigations have traditionally focused on “what” caused the
accident, rather than “why” it occurred. Indeed, many human causal factors in accident reports
are not “really causes on which safety recommendations can be made, but rather merely brief
descriptions of the accident” or error (ICAO, 1993, p. 32). Statements like the pilot “failed to
maintain adequate clearance from the terrain” provide little insight into possible interventions. In
effect, the only safety recommendations that could be derived from such a statement would be
to either make a rubber airplane or make rubber ground — neither of which make much sense
outside the confines of children’s cartoons!Still, investigators identify human causal factors, and
as with the engineering side of the investigation, the information gathered during the human
performance investigation is entered into an accident database. However, unlike their
engineering counterparts, databases that house human error data are often poorly organized
and lack any consistent or meaningful structure. This should come as no surprise when you
consider that “information management” technicians who possess expertise in archiving data
but have little familiarity with human factors, design most accident databases. As a result, these
data warehouses are quite effective in preserving the data (much like mummification preserves
the body), but they have proven woefully inadequate for data retrieval and analysis. In fact, as
the ardent researcher unwraps the proverbial database mummy, there is often considerable
disappointment as he soon discovers that what’s inside bears little resemblance to traditional
human factors. That is to say, there is generally no theoretical or functional relationship between
the variables, as they are often few in number and ill defined.Given the dearth of human factors
data and the inherent problems associated with most databases, when aviation accident data
are examined for human error trends, the result is typically less than convincing. Accordingly,
many safety professionals have labeled the entire contents of the database as “garbage,” a view
not appreciated by those doing the investigations. Still, even with its shortcoming, analysts and
academicians continue to wrestle with the data and are resolved to making something out of
their contents. Unfortunately, many of these analyses simply focus on more reliable contextual



information such as time of day, weather conditions, and geographic location of the accident or
demographic data surrounding accidents, such as pilot gender, age, and flight time. In fact, few
studies have attempted to examine the underlying human causes of accidents. Even those have
generally been limited to a small subset of accidents that often only relate to the researchers
particular area of interest. Rarely, if ever, has there been a comprehensive and systematic
analysis of the entire database to discover the major human factors issues related to flight
safety.Results from analyses of accident data have therefore provided little feedback to help
investigators improve their investigative methods and techniques. The information is also of
limited use to airlines and government agencies in determining the types of research or safety
programs to sponsor. Not surprising then, many human factors safety programs tend to be
intuitively- or fad-driven, rather than the data-driven programs initiated within the engineering
side of the house. That is to say, interventions aimed at human factors are typically derived by
well-meaning, “expert” opinion or group discussions about what many “believe” are the major
safety issues. In truth however, many decisions about safety programs are based on statements
like, “I’ve flown the line, and never crashed from being fatigued, so fatigue cannot be a big
problem,” or “the last accident was due to CRM problems, therefore we need to spend more
money on improving CRM.”Figure 1.10 Human error process loopCuriously, most would admit
that this opinion-based process would not work on the engineering side. Imagine an engineer
standing up in a meeting and emphatically stating that he or she has a “gut feeling” about the
airworthiness of a particular aircraft. Such a statement not based on data, would clearly result in
more than just a few odd looks from co-workers if not outright ridicule. Nevertheless, such is
often the status quo on the human factors side and many don’t think twice about it!Given that
most human factors safety programs are not data-driven, it only stands to reason that they have
produced intervention strategies that are only marginally effective at reducing the occurrence
and consequences of human error. Furthermore, unlike the engineering side in which single
interventions can often produce great strides in improving the structural integrity and reliability of
mechanical systems, human factors interventions are often constrained by the limited
improvements that can be achieved in the performance capabilities of humans. What’s more, the
lack of consistent human factors accident data has prohibited the objective evaluation of most
interventions so that they might be revamped or reinforced to improve safety. As a result, the
overall rate of human-error related accidents has remained high and constant over the last
several years (Shappell and Wiegmann, 1996).ConclusionThe current aviation safety system
was built on issues that confronted aviation 50 years ago, when the aircraft was, in effect, the
“weakest link.” Today, however, accidents attributable to catastrophic failures of the aircraft are
very infrequent. If the aviation industry is ever to realize a reduction in the aviation accident rate,
the human causes of accidents need to be more effectively addressed.However, simply
replacing all of the engineers and other technical experts with those versed in human factors is
not the solution. That would be like “throwing the baby out with the bath water” and would likely
result in an increase in accidents attributable to mechanical and engineering factors. Instead,



the human factors aspects of aircraft accident investigations need to be enhanced.
Nevertheless, one does not necessarily need a doctorate in human factors to perform a
legitimate human performance investigation. Current air-safety investigators could effectively
assume these responsibilities. This is not to say, however, that simply having a brain by default
makes an engineer or a pilot a human factors expert. Just because we all eat, doesn’t make us
all experts in nutrition. Air-safety investigators need to be provided with a better understanding of
human factors issues and analytical techniques.A HUMAN ERROR APPROACH TO AVIATION
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moodiness and despair on days when it appeared that we would never complete this book.We
would also like to thank CAPT James Fraser, COL Roger Daugherty, CAPT John Schmidt and
Rear Admiral “Skip” Dirren for championing HFACS within the U.S. Navy/Marine Corps. In
addition, we are indebted to Wing Commander Narinder Taneja of the Indian Air Force for his
tireless efforts analyzing accident data to validate HFACS while serving as a visiting scholar at
the University of Illinois. Our gratitude also goes out to both Cristy Detwiler and Karen Ayers for
their assistance in editing and formatting this book.PrefaceAs aircraft have become more
reliable, humans have played a progressively more important causal role in aviation accidents.
Consequently, a growing number of aviation organizations are tasking their safety personnel with
developing accident investigation and other safety programs to address the highly complex and
often nebulous issue of human error. Unfortunately, many of today’s aviation safety personnel
have little formal education in human factors or aviation psychology. Rather, most are
professional pilots with general engineering or other technical backgrounds. Thus, many safety
professionals are ill-equipped to perform these new duties and, to their dismay, soon discover
that an “off-the-shelf’ or standard approach for investigating and preventing human error in
aviation does not exist. This is not surprising, given that human error is a topic that researchers
and academicians in the fields of human factors and psychology have been grappling with for
decades.Indeed, recent years have seen a proliferation of human error frameworks and accident
investigation schemes to the point where there now appears to be as many human error models
as there are people interested in the topic (Senders and Moray, 1991). Even worse, most error
models and frameworks tend to be either too “academic” or abstract for practitioners to
understand or are too simple and “theoretically void” to get at the underlying causes of human
error in aviation operations.Having been left without adequate guidance to circumnavigate the
veritable potpourri of human error frameworks available, many safety professionals have
resorted to developing accident investigation and error-management programs based on
intuition or “pop psychology” concepts, rather than on theory and empirical data. The result has
been accident analysis and prevention programs that, on the surface, produce a great deal of
activity (e.g., incident reporting, safety seminars and “error awareness” training), but in reality
only peck around the edges of the true underlying causes of human error. Demonstrable
improvements in safety are therefore hardly ever realized.The purpose of the present book is to
remedy this situation by presenting a comprehensive, user-friendly framework to assist
practitioners in effectively investigating and analyzing human error in aviation. Coined the
Human Factors Analysis and Classification System (HFACS), its framework is based on James
Reason’s (1990) well-known “Swiss cheese” model of accident causation. In essence, HFACS
bridges the gap between theory and practice in a way that helps improve both the quantity and
quality of information gathered in aviation accidents and incidents.The HFACS framework was
originally developed for, and subsequently adopted by, the U.S. Navy/Marine Corps as an
accident investigation and data analysis tool. The U.S. Army, Air Force, and Coast Guard, as well
as other military and civilian aviation organizations around the world are also currently using



HFACS to supplement their preexisting accident investigation systems. In addition, HFACS has
been taught to literally thousands of students and safety professionals through workshops and
courses offered at professional meetings and universities. Indeed, HFACS is now relatively well
known within many sectors of aviation and an increasing number of organizations worldwide are
interested in exploring its usage. Consequently, we currently receive numerous requests for
more information about the system on what often seems to be a daily basis.To date, however, no
single document containing all the information on the development and application of HFACS
exists. Most of our previous work on this topic has been published in either technical reports,
scientific journals or conference proceedings. Furthermore, given the development of HFACS
has been an evolving process, our early publications and presentations contain much older, less
complete versions of the system. Yet given the popularity and accessibility of the World Wide
Web, many of these older versions are currently being circulated via documents and
presentations that are available and downloadable over the Internet. As a result, some
organizations are using older versions of HFACS and are not benefiting from the use of the latest
and greatly improved version. Our goals in writing this book, therefore, are to integrate our
various writings in this area and to expand upon them in a way not suitable for technical journals
or other scientific publications. This book, therefore, will serve as a common resource for all who
are interested in obtaining the most up-to-date and comprehensive description of the HFACS
framework.We have written this book primarily for practitioners (not necessarily academicians)
in the field of aviation safety. Therefore, we intentionally describe human error and HFACS from
an applied perspective. In doing so, our hope is that practitioners will find in this book the
necessary ingredients to effectively investigate and analyze the role of human error in aviation
accidents and incidents. Perhaps then, definitive improvements in aviation safety will be more
readily forthcoming.Scope of the BookTo set the stage for our discussion of HFACS, Chapter 1
provides an overview of the historical role that human error has played in aviation accidents. This
chapter also examines the possible systemic reasons for the limited effectiveness of many
accident prevention programs and highlights the need for the development of a comprehensive
framework of human error.Toward these ends, the prominent human error perspectives
commonly discussed in the literature are presented in Chapter 2, serving as a foundation for the
development of HFACS. The strengths and weaknesses of each perspective are discussed with
an eye toward a unifying theory of human error that incorporates the best aspects of each.One
of the most influential unifying theories, James Reason’s “Swiss cheese” model of accident
causation, is presented in Chapter 3. With Reason’s model as its theoretical basis, the HFACS
framework is then laid out in detail to describe the latent and active failures or “holes in the
cheese” as postulated by Reason.Simply describing HFACS however, is not enough. After all
“the proof of the pudding is in the eating”. Therefore, a better way to gain an appreciation of how
HFACS can be applied to aviation accident analysis is to demonstrate its utility using a series of
case studies. With this in mind, Chapter 4 presents several examples of how HFACS can be
applied to explain the human causal factors associated with actual aviation accidents.Moving



beyond the realm of accident investigation, Chapter 5 illustrates how HFACS can be used to
perform comprehensive human factors analyses of existing accident databases. Examples will
also be provided of how the results of such analyses have helped to identify key human factors
problems within Naval aviation, so that successful interventions could be developed and
implemented.Still, how is one to know whether HFACS will have utility in an operational setting?
One obvious way is simply to implement it and see if it works. However, in today’s world, most
organizations cannot absorb the cost in both time and money to wait and see if HFACS proves
useful. Clearly, a better approach would be to use some sort of objective criteria for evaluating
the framework. Chapter 6, therefore, describes the set of design criteria and the validation
process used to ensure that HFACS would have utility as an accident investigation and data
analysis tool.As the final chapter, aptly named “But What About…?”, Chapter 7 addresses some
of the common questions and concerns that people often have about HFACS. While we would
like to think that the preceding chapters adequately speak to these issues, we have chosen to
meet them head-on in this chapter in order to help readers better determine the appropriateness
of HFACS for their organization.DisclaimerThe views expressed in this book are our own. They
do not necessarily reflect those of the Federal Aviation Administration or the U.S. Department of
Transportation. Nor do they necessarily reflect those of the U.S. Navy, Department of Defense or
any other branch of the Federal Government. We have made an earnest attempt to provide
proper citation to the work of others, but we do apologize if we have failed to provide appropriate
credit to anyone for their efforts or ideas.PrefaceAs aircraft have become more reliable, humans
have played a progressively more important causal role in aviation accidents. Consequently, a
growing number of aviation organizations are tasking their safety personnel with developing
accident investigation and other safety programs to address the highly complex and often
nebulous issue of human error. Unfortunately, many of today’s aviation safety personnel have
little formal education in human factors or aviation psychology. Rather, most are professional
pilots with general engineering or other technical backgrounds. Thus, many safety professionals
are ill-equipped to perform these new duties and, to their dismay, soon discover that an “off-the-
shelf’ or standard approach for investigating and preventing human error in aviation does not
exist. This is not surprising, given that human error is a topic that researchers and academicians
in the fields of human factors and psychology have been grappling with for decades.Indeed,
recent years have seen a proliferation of human error frameworks and accident investigation
schemes to the point where there now appears to be as many human error models as there are
people interested in the topic (Senders and Moray, 1991). Even worse, most error models and
frameworks tend to be either too “academic” or abstract for practitioners to understand or are too
simple and “theoretically void” to get at the underlying causes of human error in aviation
operations.Having been left without adequate guidance to circumnavigate the veritable potpourri
of human error frameworks available, many safety professionals have resorted to developing
accident investigation and error-management programs based on intuition or “pop psychology”
concepts, rather than on theory and empirical data. The result has been accident analysis and



prevention programs that, on the surface, produce a great deal of activity (e.g., incident
reporting, safety seminars and “error awareness” training), but in reality only peck around the
edges of the true underlying causes of human error. Demonstrable improvements in safety are
therefore hardly ever realized.The purpose of the present book is to remedy this situation by
presenting a comprehensive, user-friendly framework to assist practitioners in effectively
investigating and analyzing human error in aviation. Coined the Human Factors Analysis and
Classification System (HFACS), its framework is based on James Reason’s (1990) well-known
“Swiss cheese” model of accident causation. In essence, HFACS bridges the gap between
theory and practice in a way that helps improve both the quantity and quality of information
gathered in aviation accidents and incidents.The HFACS framework was originally developed
for, and subsequently adopted by, the U.S. Navy/Marine Corps as an accident investigation and
data analysis tool. The U.S. Army, Air Force, and Coast Guard, as well as other military and
civilian aviation organizations around the world are also currently using HFACS to supplement
their preexisting accident investigation systems. In addition, HFACS has been taught to literally
thousands of students and safety professionals through workshops and courses offered at
professional meetings and universities. Indeed, HFACS is now relatively well known within many
sectors of aviation and an increasing number of organizations worldwide are interested in
exploring its usage. Consequently, we currently receive numerous requests for more information
about the system on what often seems to be a daily basis.To date, however, no single document
containing all the information on the development and application of HFACS exists. Most of our
previous work on this topic has been published in either technical reports, scientific journals or
conference proceedings. Furthermore, given the development of HFACS has been an evolving
process, our early publications and presentations contain much older, less complete versions of
the system. Yet given the popularity and accessibility of the World Wide Web, many of these
older versions are currently being circulated via documents and presentations that are available
and downloadable over the Internet. As a result, some organizations are using older versions of
HFACS and are not benefiting from the use of the latest and greatly improved version. Our goals
in writing this book, therefore, are to integrate our various writings in this area and to expand
upon them in a way not suitable for technical journals or other scientific publications. This book,
therefore, will serve as a common resource for all who are interested in obtaining the most up-to-
date and comprehensive description of the HFACS framework.We have written this book
primarily for practitioners (not necessarily academicians) in the field of aviation safety. Therefore,
we intentionally describe human error and HFACS from an applied perspective. In doing so, our
hope is that practitioners will find in this book the necessary ingredients to effectively investigate
and analyze the role of human error in aviation accidents and incidents. Perhaps then, definitive
improvements in aviation safety will be more readily forthcoming.Scope of the BookTo set the
stage for our discussion of HFACS, Chapter 1 provides an overview of the historical role that
human error has played in aviation accidents. This chapter also examines the possible systemic
reasons for the limited effectiveness of many accident prevention programs and highlights the



need for the development of a comprehensive framework of human error.Toward these ends, the
prominent human error perspectives commonly discussed in the literature are presented in
Chapter 2, serving as a foundation for the development of HFACS. The strengths and
weaknesses of each perspective are discussed with an eye toward a unifying theory of human
error that incorporates the best aspects of each.One of the most influential unifying theories,
James Reason’s “Swiss cheese” model of accident causation, is presented in Chapter 3. With
Reason’s model as its theoretical basis, the HFACS framework is then laid out in detail to
describe the latent and active failures or “holes in the cheese” as postulated by Reason.Simply
describing HFACS however, is not enough. After all “the proof of the pudding is in the eating”.
Therefore, a better way to gain an appreciation of how HFACS can be applied to aviation
accident analysis is to demonstrate its utility using a series of case studies. With this in mind,
Chapter 4 presents several examples of how HFACS can be applied to explain the human
causal factors associated with actual aviation accidents.Moving beyond the realm of accident
investigation, Chapter 5 illustrates how HFACS can be used to perform comprehensive human
factors analyses of existing accident databases. Examples will also be provided of how the
results of such analyses have helped to identify key human factors problems within Naval
aviation, so that successful interventions could be developed and implemented.Still, how is one
to know whether HFACS will have utility in an operational setting? One obvious way is simply to
implement it and see if it works. However, in today’s world, most organizations cannot absorb the
cost in both time and money to wait and see if HFACS proves useful. Clearly, a better approach
would be to use some sort of objective criteria for evaluating the framework. Chapter 6,
therefore, describes the set of design criteria and the validation process used to ensure that
HFACS would have utility as an accident investigation and data analysis tool.As the final
chapter, aptly named “But What About…?”, Chapter 7 addresses some of the common
questions and concerns that people often have about HFACS. While we would like to think that
the preceding chapters adequately speak to these issues, we have chosen to meet them head-
on in this chapter in order to help readers better determine the appropriateness of HFACS for
their organization.DisclaimerThe views expressed in this book are our own. They do not
necessarily reflect those of the Federal Aviation Administration or the U.S. Department of
Transportation. Nor do they necessarily reflect those of the U.S. Navy, Department of Defense or
any other branch of the Federal Government. We have made an earnest attempt to provide
proper citation to the work of others, but we do apologize if we have failed to provide appropriate
credit to anyone for their efforts or ideas.1 Errare Humanum Est To Err is HumanOn September
17th … at 4:46 pm, the aeroplane was taken from the shed, moved to the upper end of the field
and set on the starting track. Mr. Wright and Lieutenant Selfridge took their places in the
machine, and it started at 5:14, circling the field to the left as usual. It had been in the air four
minutes and 18 seconds, had circled the field 41/2 times and had just crossed the aeroplane
shed at the lower end of the field when I heard a report then saw a section of the propeller blade
flutter to the ground. I judged the machine at the time was at a height of about 150 feet. It



appeared to glide down for perhaps 75 feet, advancing in the meantime about 200 feet. At this
point it seemed to me to stop, turn so as to head up the field towards the hospital, rock like a
ship in rough water, then drop straight to the ground the remaining 75 feet…The pieces of
propeller blade [were] picked up at a point 200 feet west of where the airplane struck. It was 2½
feet long, was a part of the right propeller, and from the marks on it had apparently come in
contact with the upper guywire running to the rear rudder. … [The propeller] struck [the guywire]
hard enough to pull it out of its socket and at the same time to break the propeller. The rear
rudder then fell to the side and the air striking this from beneath, as the machine started to glide
down, gave an upward tendency to the rear of the machine, which increased until the equilibrium
was entirely lost. Then the aeroplane pitched forward and fell straight down, the left wings
striking before the right. It landed on the front end of the skids, and they, as well as the front
rudder was crushed.Lieutenant Selfridge … died at 8:10 that evening of a fracture of the skull
over the eye, which was undoubtedly caused by his head striking one of the wooden supports or
possibly one of the wires. … Mr. Wright was found to have two or three ribs broken, a cut over
the eye, also on the lip, and the left thigh broken between the hip and the knee (1st Lieutenant
Frank P. Lalm, 1908).Note, this pioneer of aviation safety was actually Frank P. Lahm, not Lalm
as identified in this letter to the Chief of the Army Signal Corps.What began as an unofficial
orientation flight at Fort Meyer, Virginia in the summer of 1908, ended in tragedy, as have many
flights since. Sadly, the annals of aviation history are littered with accidents and tragic losses
such as this (Figure 1.1).Since the late 1950s, however, the drive to reduce the accident rate has
yielded unprecedented levels of safety. In fact, today it is likely safer to fly in a commercial airliner
than to drive a car or walk across a busy New York City street. Still, it is interesting that while
historians can recount in detail the strides that the aviation industry has made over the last half
century, one fundamental question remains generally unanswered: “Why do aircraft
crash?”Figure 1.1 The first fatal aviation accidentSource: arlingtoncemetary.comThe answer
may not be as straightforward as you think. For example, in the early years of aviation it could
reasonably be said that the aircraft itself was responsible for the majority of aircraft accidents.
That is, early aircraft were intrinsically unforgiving and, relative to their counterparts today,
mechanically unsafe. However, the modern era of aviation has witnessed an ironic reversal of
sorts. It now appears to some that the aircrew themselves are more deadly than the aircraft they
fly (Mason, 1993; cited in Murray, 1997). Indeed, estimates in the literature indicate that
somewhere between 70 and 80 percent of all aviation accidents can be attributed, at least in
part, to human error (Shappell and Wiegmann, 1996).So, maybe we can answer the larger
question of why aircraft crash, if only we could define what really constitutes that 70 to 80
percent of human error referred to in the literature. But, even if we did know, could we ever really
hope to do anything about it? After all, errare humanum est – to err is human (Plutarch, c.100
AD). So, isn’t it unreasonable to expect error-free human performance? Maybe … but, perhaps a
lesson in how far aviation safety has come since its inauspicious beginnings nearly a century
ago will provide us with some clues about where we need to go next.Aviation Safety TrendsMost



aviation accident statistics cited in the literature today begin with data collected in the late 1950s
and early 1960s. Representative of this type of data are the two graphs presented in Figure 1.2.
In the top graph, the number of commercial aviation accidents that have occurred worldwide
since 1961 are plotted annually against the number of departures. When the data are depicted
in this manner, a sharp decline in the accident rate since the early 1960s becomes readily
apparent. In fact, the number of commercial accidents has decreased to a point where today,
fewer than two accidents occur worldwide for every one million departures (Boeing, 2000; Flight
Safety Foundation [FSF], 1997). What’s more, this trend is generally the same (albeit not as
dramatic), whether you consider the overall number of commercial aviation accidents, or just
those associated with fatalities. In either case, it can reasonably be said that commercial aviation
safety has steadily improved over the last 40 years. Indeed, aviation has become one of the
safest forms of transportation, leading the National Transportation Safety Board to proclaim in
1990 that a passenger boarding a U.S. carrier then had over a 99.99 percent chance of surviving
the flight (NTSB, 1994a).Figure 1.2 Overall (top) and fatal (bottom) commercial air carrier
accidents worldwide 1961-99Figure 1.3 Accident trends for U.S. general and military
aviationImprovements in aviation safety, however, are not unique to commercial aviation.
General aviation accident rates have also plummeted over the last several decades (Figure 1.3,
top). A similar trend can also be seen when accident data from the U.S. Navy/Marine Corps
(middle) and U.S. Air Force (bottom) are plotted across years. Indeed, the accident rates among
these diverse types of flying operations have dropped impressively since the late 1950s and
early 1960s, indicating that all aspects of aviation have benefited from advances aimed at
making the skies safer.So, what can we attribute these improvements in aviation safety to over
the last half-century? Given the rather dramatic changes evident in the accident record, it is
doubtful that any single intervention was responsible for the decline in the accident rate. Rather,
it is likely the result of a variety of factors, such as advancements in technology, equipment,
operating procedures, and training practices (Nagel, 1988; Yacavone, 1993).Figure 1.4 U.S.
Naval aviation accident rate and intervention strategies across calendar years 1950 to
2000Source: U.S. Naval Safety CenterTo give you a better feel for how various interventions
have improved aviation safety, let us consider several of these initiatives within the context of
Naval aviation. In Figure 1.4, a number of technical innovations and standardization programs
introduced into the U.S. Navy/Marine Corps over the last several decades have been
superimposed on the annual accident rate. Arguably, these efforts were not solely responsible
for the decline observed in the accident rate. After all, nowhere does this figure address
improvements in aircraft design and the introduction of new aircraft in the fleet. Still, there is little
question among Naval experts that these interventions played a significant role in the level of
safety currently enjoyed by the U.S. Navy/Marine Corps.Figure 1.5 Original straight carrier flight
deck (top) and improved angled carrier flight deck (bottom)Source: U.S. NavyConsider, for
example, the development of the angled carrier deck aboard Naval aircraft carriers in the early to
mid-1950s. Many Naval history buffs may recall that early aircraft carrier flight decks were single



straight runways, which created a number of safety problems – especially when one aircraft was
trying to take off from the bow of the ship while another was unexpectedly aborting a landing on
the stern (Figure 1.5, top). Not surprising, aircraft would occasionally collide! To remedy this
safety hazard, the angled carrier deck was developed, which allowed aircraft to take off from the
bow of the ship in a different direction from those landing on the stern, avoiding any potential
conflict in their flight paths; a very wise intervention indeed (Figure 1.5, bottom).Another major
factor affecting safety in the U.S. Navy/Marine Corps was the establishment of the Naval Aviation
Safety Center (now known as the Naval Safety Center) in the mid-1950s. On the surface, this
might not seem to be particularly revolutionary given today’s standards. However, for the first
time, a major command in the U.S. Navy was assigned the sole responsibility and authority for
monitoring and regulating safety issues in the fleet. This single act elevated aviation safety to the
highest levels of the U.S. Navy/Marine Corps, as the command reported directly to the Chief of
Naval Operations.Still, other safety programs have helped improve Naval aviation safety as well.
For example, in the early 1960s, the replacement air group concept was created, requiring pilots
to receive specialized training in advanced aircraft before flying them in the fleet. While it may
sound intuitive to some that pilots should gain some tactical experience in their aircraft before
flying them in combat or other operations, this was not always the case. As recently as WWII,
pilots would receive basic flight training and then transition to the fleet, entering the operational
arena with very little time in their combat aircraft.More recently, the establishment of formal
squadron safety programs, the development of aircrew coordination training, and the
implementation of a periodic human factors review of fleet aviators have all contributed
significantly to Naval aviation safety by identifying problems and hazards before they resulted in
accidents. Undeniably, safety initiatives such as these have saved countless lives in the U.S.
Navy/Marine Corps and have elevated Naval aviation safety to unprecedented levels.Beyond
saving lives, the military, like any other business, is often driven by the so-called “bean counters.”
Yet, even the bean counters have to be smiling when you consider the cost savings realized as a
result of improvements in aviation safety. Consider that until recently the U.S. Navy/Marine Corps
flew an average of 2 million flight hours per year (today it’s closer to 1.5 million flight hours per
year). If the rate of major accidents today were still at levels observed in 1950, over 800 aircraft
would have been lost in 2000 alone! Needless to say, the U.S. Navy/Marine Corps would be
quickly out of the aviation business altogether, if that were the case. Thankfully, improvements in
all forms of aviation safety, including Naval aviation, have remedied this trend.Some Reasons for
ConcernEven though the overall accident rate in civil and military aviation is indeed excellent,
certain aspects of the data are “unsettling” (Nagel, 1988, p. 264). As can be seen from the
graphs presented earlier, improvements in aviation safety have slowed substantially during the
last few decades. This plateau has led some to conclude that further reductions in the accident
rate are improbable, if not impossible. In other words, we have reached a point at which
accidents may simply be the “cost of doing business.” However, if we accept this philosophy we
must also be prepared to accept the consequences. For example, on the military side of



aviation, the financial cost of aircraft accidents is growing astronomically. As illustrated in Figure
1.6, the amount of money and resources lost due to U.S. Naval aviation accidents is enormous,
even though these accidents occur much less frequently than other types. Indeed, the loss
incurred from aviation accidents cost the U.S. Navy/Marine Corps some 3.3 billion in the last five
years alone — more than five times that seen with all other accidents combined. Obviously, if the
mishap rate were allowed to continue at its current level, either taxes would have to go up to buy
more airplanes (not a politically popular option), or the military would have to operate with fewer
and fewer aircraft (not a strategically savvy move either).Figure 1.6 Monetary costs of accidents
in the U.S. Navy/Marine Corps from fiscal year 1996 to 2000Source: Fraser (2002)There may be
reason for concern within commercial aviation as well. Consider, for example, that worldwide air
traffic is expected to increase significantly over the next several years as the industry continues
to grow (FSF, 1997). Now let’s assume for the moment that the current commercial accident rate
is already “as good as it’s going to get.” Naturally, if you increase the number of flights while
maintaining the same accident rate, the overall frequency of accidents will inevitably increase as
well. To illustrate this point, the current commercial jet accident rate, expected traffic growth, and
frequency of accidents have been plotted together in Figure 1.7. Sadly, if these estimates remain
unchanged, there may be as many as 50 major airline accidents occurring worldwide per year
during the first decade of the new millennium. This equates to nearly one accident a week!
Figure 1.7 Number of commercial jet accidents, accident rates, and traffic growth — past,
present, and futureSource: Flight Safely Foundation (1997)Given the intense media coverage
that major airline accidents often receive, combined with the rapid dissemination of information
worldwide, there is little doubt that the traveling public will be made well aware of these
accidents in the most explicit detail, even if they do occur half-way around the world. As such,
the airline industry will likely suffer as public confidence erodes and a general mistrust
permeates the aviation industry. Simply trotting out the industry “talking heads” and releasing
statements such as “the accident rate has not changed” or that “we are as safe as we have ever
been” will likely have little or no effect on public confidence, nor will it likely appease the flying
public’s demand for the safest form of transportation possible.One alternative may be to post the
NTSB safety statistic cited earlier on the bulkhead of each airplane. Can you imagine reading
the following placard as you board the airplane with the rest of your family for that fun-filled trip to
Disneyland?Welcome aboard Doug and Scott’s airline. You have a 99.99% chance of surviving
this flight.Not a particularly comforting thought, is it? Well … then again, public relations were
never our strong suit. Beside, the NTSB statistic cited earlier only refers to survival. There are no
guarantees that you will not be involved in an accident or maimed – only that you will likely
survive the ordeal.But seriously, “accident-prevention steps must be taken now to stop the
accident rate from exceeding its current level, and even greater effort must be taken to further
reduce the current accident rate” (FSF, 1997). After all, even if the industry was willing to accept
the monetary cost of accidents, the loss of lives alone makes further reductions a necessity, not
a commodity to be traded. Still, the days of sweeping reductions and sharp drops in the accident



rate due to a few innovations or interventions have been over for nearly 30 years. Any change
will likely be measured as a reduction in only a few accidents a year – and the cost of those
interventions will be the result of millions of dollars worth of research and investigation.
Therefore, with limited budgets and the stakes so high, accident prevention measures must
target the primary cause of accidents, which in most cases, is the human (ICAO, 1993).Human
Error and Aviation AccidentsRecall, that roughly 70 to 80 percent of all aviation accidents are
attributable, at least in part, to some form of human error. Notably, however, as the accident rate
has declined over the last half century, reductions in human error-related accidents have not
kept pace with the reduction of accidents related to mechanical and environmental factors
(NTSB, 1990; Nagel, 1988; O’Hare et al., 1994; Shappell and Wiegmann, 1996; Yacavone,
1993). In fact, humans have played a progressively more important causal role in both civilian
and military aviation accidents as aircraft equipment has become more reliable (Nagel, 1988).
For example, our previous analysis of Naval aviation mishap data (Shappell and Wiegmann,
1996), revealed, that in 1977, the number of Naval aviation accidents attributed solely to
mechanical and environmental factors was nearly equal to those attributable, at least in part, to
human error (Figure 1.8). Yet, by 1992, the number of solely mechanical accidents had been
virtually eliminated, while the number of human-error related accidents had been reduced by
only 50 percent. We have even argued that the reduction in accidents attributable to human error
was not as much a function of interventions aimed at aircrew, as it was improvements made to
the aircraft. After all, it is well known that the opportunity for human error will go up considerably
when a mechanical failure occurs. Not surprising then, as aircraft have become more reliable,
accidents due to human error would naturally decline as well.Figure 1.8 Rate of Naval aviation
accidents associated with human error versus those attributable solely to mechanical or
environmental factorsSo it would appear that many of the interventions aimed at reducing the
occurrence or consequence of human error have not been as effective as those directed at
mechanical failures. Undeniably, there are many reasons for this disparity — some more obvious
than others. Regardless of the reasons however, they can all be best understood within the
context of the accident investigation and prevention process. Therefore, let us consider in more
detail the differences in the accident investigation and intervention process from both the
engineering and human factors side of the house. Although both processes normally occur
simultaneously, each will be considered separately to illustrate their inherent
differences.Engineering Aspects of an InvestigationAlthough much less frequent today than in
years past, mechanical failures occasionally do occur in flight, and in worst-case scenarios may
even lead to an incident or accident as illustrated in Figure 1.9. Typically, an investigation will
then take place involving a team of air-safety investigators and technical support personnel
charged with sifting through the wreckage to uncover hidden clues as to the accident’s cause.
Collectively, this investigative team possesses a wide range of experience, including specialized
knowledge of aircraft systems, aerodynamics, and other aerospace engineering topics. In
addition, these highly trained accident sleuths often have access to an assortment of



sophisticated technology and analytical techniques such as metallurgical tests, electron
microscopy, and advanced computer modeling capabilities, all designed to enrich the
investigative process.Armed with a blend of science and sophisticated instrumentation that
would make even James Bond green with envy, it is no surprise that most, if not all, mechanical
failures that result in accidents are often revealed during the engineering investigation. To
illustrate this point, let us suppose for a moment that the structural integrity of an aircraft is
compromised by fatigue fractures along a wing spar or among a series of bolts or rivets. These
fractures, when viewed with an electron microscope, have unique patterns that can be easily
identified by experienced engineers and metallurgists, leaving little doubt as to the origin of the
failure. In much the same way, the presence of a system malfunction can be uncovered by a
detailed examination of the electrical wiring of the aircraft, including the breakage pattern of light
bulb filaments within the instrument panel. For example, if a particular system warning light was
illuminated at the time of impact (presumably indicating that the system was inoperative) there is
a distinctive stretch to the white-hot filament within the bulb. Combined with other supporting
evidence such as frayed electrical wires, it can then be determined if a system failure contributed
in a significant way to the accident.Figure 1.9 The engineering investigation and prevention
processRegardless of the methods employed, what makes evidence gathered in engineering
investigations so indisputable is that the techniques and analyses involved are grounded in the
physical sciences. This fact alone allows investigators to move beyond simply identifying and
cataloging what part of the aircraft failed, to the larger question of why the failure occurred in the
first place. As a result, data gathered in engineering investigations have yielded revolutionary
design changes and have contributed significantly to the evolution of today’s modern
aircraft.The collection of accident data alone, however, would be of little use if a repository/
database did not exist to house it. Typically then, data from engineering investigations are
entered into accident databases maintained by safety organizations like the National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) in Washington, DC. Such databases are generally highly
structured and well defined, being organized around traditional aircraft categories such as
airframes, powerplants, and component systems. As a result, the data are easily accessible,
allowing periodic analyses to be performed so that major causal trends or common problems
can be identified across accidents.The results from these analyses in turn provide feedback to
investigators, which improves their investigative methods and techniques while providing
guidance on where to look during future investigations. For example, if analysts at the NTSB
were to find that a particular engine had a history of fatigue related failures, then this information
could be distributed to investigators in the field for use during their next investigation. In effect,
the accident database provides a rich source of clues when investigating future accidents.In
addition, information from the database analyses provides a valuable resource for researchers
within the FAA, NASA, DoD and airplane manufacturers whose mission is to develop safer and
more efficient aircraft. Ultimately, these needs-based, data-driven programs produce effective
intervention strategies that either prevent mechanical failures from occurring or mitigate their



consequences when they do. What’s more, given that these interventions are “data-driven,” their
effectiveness can be objectively monitored and evaluated, so that they can be modified or
reinforced to improve safety. The result of this engineering investigative and prevention process
has been a dramatic reduction in the rate of accidents due to mechanical or systems
failures.Human Factors Aspects of an InvestigationIn contrast to the engineering investigation
just described, consider the occurrence of an aircrew error that results in an accident (Figure
1.10). As with mechanical failures, an investigation soon takes place to determine the nature and
cause of these errors. However, unlike the engineering investigation that involved numerous
technical experts, the human performance investigation typically involves only a single
individual, who may or may not be trained in human factors. In fact, even at the world’s premier
safety organizations there may be only a handful of human factors professionals on the staff.
Truth be told, if you were to knock on the door of the NTSB or any of the U.S. military safety
centers today and ask them to send out their human factors experts, only a few people would
exit the building. Now, ask them to send out their engineering experts. It would look like a fire
drill, as practically the whole building empties! Perhaps this is a bit of an exaggeration, but the
point is that most human performance investigators are often a “one person show”, with little
assistance or support in the field or elsewhere.What makes matters worse is that unlike the
tangible and quantifiable evidence surrounding mechanical failures, the evidence and causes of
human error are generally qualitative and elusive. Even the analytical techniques used within the
human factors investigation are generally less refined and sophisticated than those employed to
analyze mechanical and engineering concerns. Consider, for example, the difference between
fatigue in a bolt and a fatigued pilot. Unlike metal fatigue that can be readily identified using well-
established technology and electron microscopy, pilot fatigue is difficult to observe directly,
much less quantify. Instead, it must be inferred from a variety of factors such as the time an
accident occurred and the pilot’s 72-hour history, which includes, among other things, when he/
she went to bed and how long they slept. In addition, other issues such as work tempo,
experience, and flight duration may also come into play, all of which make any determination of
pilot fatigue an inexact science at best. So, while engineers have little difficulty agreeing upon
fatigue in a bolt, it remains virtually impossible to get a group of accident investigators to agree
on the presence of fatigue in a pilot, even if all of the necessary information is available.Like pilot
fatigue, the identification of other human factors causal to an accident is easier said than done.
As a result, human factors investigations have traditionally focused on “what” caused the
accident, rather than “why” it occurred. Indeed, many human causal factors in accident reports
are not “really causes on which safety recommendations can be made, but rather merely brief
descriptions of the accident” or error (ICAO, 1993, p. 32). Statements like the pilot “failed to
maintain adequate clearance from the terrain” provide little insight into possible interventions. In
effect, the only safety recommendations that could be derived from such a statement would be
to either make a rubber airplane or make rubber ground — neither of which make much sense
outside the confines of children’s cartoons!Still, investigators identify human causal factors, and



as with the engineering side of the investigation, the information gathered during the human
performance investigation is entered into an accident database. However, unlike their
engineering counterparts, databases that house human error data are often poorly organized
and lack any consistent or meaningful structure. This should come as no surprise when you
consider that “information management” technicians who possess expertise in archiving data
but have little familiarity with human factors, design most accident databases. As a result, these
data warehouses are quite effective in preserving the data (much like mummification preserves
the body), but they have proven woefully inadequate for data retrieval and analysis. In fact, as
the ardent researcher unwraps the proverbial database mummy, there is often considerable
disappointment as he soon discovers that what’s inside bears little resemblance to traditional
human factors. That is to say, there is generally no theoretical or functional relationship between
the variables, as they are often few in number and ill defined.Given the dearth of human factors
data and the inherent problems associated with most databases, when aviation accident data
are examined for human error trends, the result is typically less than convincing. Accordingly,
many safety professionals have labeled the entire contents of the database as “garbage,” a view
not appreciated by those doing the investigations. Still, even with its shortcoming, analysts and
academicians continue to wrestle with the data and are resolved to making something out of
their contents. Unfortunately, many of these analyses simply focus on more reliable contextual
information such as time of day, weather conditions, and geographic location of the accident or
demographic data surrounding accidents, such as pilot gender, age, and flight time. In fact, few
studies have attempted to examine the underlying human causes of accidents. Even those have
generally been limited to a small subset of accidents that often only relate to the researchers
particular area of interest. Rarely, if ever, has there been a comprehensive and systematic
analysis of the entire database to discover the major human factors issues related to flight
safety.Results from analyses of accident data have therefore provided little feedback to help
investigators improve their investigative methods and techniques. The information is also of
limited use to airlines and government agencies in determining the types of research or safety
programs to sponsor. Not surprising then, many human factors safety programs tend to be
intuitively- or fad-driven, rather than the data-driven programs initiated within the engineering
side of the house. That is to say, interventions aimed at human factors are typically derived by
well-meaning, “expert” opinion or group discussions about what many “believe” are the major
safety issues. In truth however, many decisions about safety programs are based on statements
like, “I’ve flown the line, and never crashed from being fatigued, so fatigue cannot be a big
problem,” or “the last accident was due to CRM problems, therefore we need to spend more
money on improving CRM.”Figure 1.10 Human error process loopCuriously, most would admit
that this opinion-based process would not work on the engineering side. Imagine an engineer
standing up in a meeting and emphatically stating that he or she has a “gut feeling” about the
airworthiness of a particular aircraft. Such a statement not based on data, would clearly result in
more than just a few odd looks from co-workers if not outright ridicule. Nevertheless, such is



often the status quo on the human factors side and many don’t think twice about it!Given that
most human factors safety programs are not data-driven, it only stands to reason that they have
produced intervention strategies that are only marginally effective at reducing the occurrence
and consequences of human error. Furthermore, unlike the engineering side in which single
interventions can often produce great strides in improving the structural integrity and reliability of
mechanical systems, human factors interventions are often constrained by the limited
improvements that can be achieved in the performance capabilities of humans. What’s more, the
lack of consistent human factors accident data has prohibited the objective evaluation of most
interventions so that they might be revamped or reinforced to improve safety. As a result, the
overall rate of human-error related accidents has remained high and constant over the last
several years (Shappell and Wiegmann, 1996).ConclusionThe current aviation safety system
was built on issues that confronted aviation 50 years ago, when the aircraft was, in effect, the
“weakest link.” Today, however, accidents attributable to catastrophic failures of the aircraft are
very infrequent. If the aviation industry is ever to realize a reduction in the aviation accident rate,
the human causes of accidents need to be more effectively addressed.However, simply
replacing all of the engineers and other technical experts with those versed in human factors is
not the solution. That would be like “throwing the baby out with the bath water” and would likely
result in an increase in accidents attributable to mechanical and engineering factors. Instead,
the human factors aspects of aircraft accident investigations need to be enhanced.
Nevertheless, one does not necessarily need a doctorate in human factors to perform a
legitimate human performance investigation. Current air-safety investigators could effectively
assume these responsibilities. This is not to say, however, that simply having a brain by default
makes an engineer or a pilot a human factors expert. Just because we all eat, doesn’t make us
all experts in nutrition. Air-safety investigators need to be provided with a better understanding of
human factors issues and analytical techniques.1 Errare Humanum Est To Err is HumanOn
September 17th … at 4:46 pm, the aeroplane was taken from the shed, moved to the upper end
of the field and set on the starting track. Mr. Wright and Lieutenant Selfridge took their places in
the machine, and it started at 5:14, circling the field to the left as usual. It had been in the air four
minutes and 18 seconds, had circled the field 41/2 times and had just crossed the aeroplane
shed at the lower end of the field when I heard a report then saw a section of the propeller blade
flutter to the ground. I judged the machine at the time was at a height of about 150 feet. It
appeared to glide down for perhaps 75 feet, advancing in the meantime about 200 feet. At this
point it seemed to me to stop, turn so as to head up the field towards the hospital, rock like a
ship in rough water, then drop straight to the ground the remaining 75 feet…The pieces of
propeller blade [were] picked up at a point 200 feet west of where the airplane struck. It was 2½
feet long, was a part of the right propeller, and from the marks on it had apparently come in
contact with the upper guywire running to the rear rudder. … [The propeller] struck [the guywire]
hard enough to pull it out of its socket and at the same time to break the propeller. The rear
rudder then fell to the side and the air striking this from beneath, as the machine started to glide



down, gave an upward tendency to the rear of the machine, which increased until the equilibrium
was entirely lost. Then the aeroplane pitched forward and fell straight down, the left wings
striking before the right. It landed on the front end of the skids, and they, as well as the front
rudder was crushed.Lieutenant Selfridge … died at 8:10 that evening of a fracture of the skull
over the eye, which was undoubtedly caused by his head striking one of the wooden supports or
possibly one of the wires. … Mr. Wright was found to have two or three ribs broken, a cut over
the eye, also on the lip, and the left thigh broken between the hip and the knee (1st Lieutenant
Frank P. Lalm, 1908).Note, this pioneer of aviation safety was actually Frank P. Lahm, not Lalm
as identified in this letter to the Chief of the Army Signal Corps.What began as an unofficial
orientation flight at Fort Meyer, Virginia in the summer of 1908, ended in tragedy, as have many
flights since. Sadly, the annals of aviation history are littered with accidents and tragic losses
such as this (Figure 1.1).Since the late 1950s, however, the drive to reduce the accident rate has
yielded unprecedented levels of safety. In fact, today it is likely safer to fly in a commercial airliner
than to drive a car or walk across a busy New York City street. Still, it is interesting that while
historians can recount in detail the strides that the aviation industry has made over the last half
century, one fundamental question remains generally unanswered: “Why do aircraft
crash?”Figure 1.1 The first fatal aviation accidentSource: arlingtoncemetary.comThe answer
may not be as straightforward as you think. For example, in the early years of aviation it could
reasonably be said that the aircraft itself was responsible for the majority of aircraft accidents.
That is, early aircraft were intrinsically unforgiving and, relative to their counterparts today,
mechanically unsafe. However, the modern era of aviation has witnessed an ironic reversal of
sorts. It now appears to some that the aircrew themselves are more deadly than the aircraft they
fly (Mason, 1993; cited in Murray, 1997). Indeed, estimates in the literature indicate that
somewhere between 70 and 80 percent of all aviation accidents can be attributed, at least in
part, to human error (Shappell and Wiegmann, 1996).So, maybe we can answer the larger
question of why aircraft crash, if only we could define what really constitutes that 70 to 80
percent of human error referred to in the literature. But, even if we did know, could we ever really
hope to do anything about it? After all, errare humanum est – to err is human (Plutarch, c.100
AD). So, isn’t it unreasonable to expect error-free human performance? Maybe … but, perhaps a
lesson in how far aviation safety has come since its inauspicious beginnings nearly a century
ago will provide us with some clues about where we need to go next.Aviation Safety TrendsMost
aviation accident statistics cited in the literature today begin with data collected in the late 1950s
and early 1960s. Representative of this type of data are the two graphs presented in Figure 1.2.
In the top graph, the number of commercial aviation accidents that have occurred worldwide
since 1961 are plotted annually against the number of departures. When the data are depicted
in this manner, a sharp decline in the accident rate since the early 1960s becomes readily
apparent. In fact, the number of commercial accidents has decreased to a point where today,
fewer than two accidents occur worldwide for every one million departures (Boeing, 2000; Flight
Safety Foundation [FSF], 1997). What’s more, this trend is generally the same (albeit not as



dramatic), whether you consider the overall number of commercial aviation accidents, or just
those associated with fatalities. In either case, it can reasonably be said that commercial aviation
safety has steadily improved over the last 40 years. Indeed, aviation has become one of the
safest forms of transportation, leading the National Transportation Safety Board to proclaim in
1990 that a passenger boarding a U.S. carrier then had over a 99.99 percent chance of surviving
the flight (NTSB, 1994a).Figure 1.2 Overall (top) and fatal (bottom) commercial air carrier
accidents worldwide 1961-99Figure 1.3 Accident trends for U.S. general and military
aviationImprovements in aviation safety, however, are not unique to commercial aviation.
General aviation accident rates have also plummeted over the last several decades (Figure 1.3,
top). A similar trend can also be seen when accident data from the U.S. Navy/Marine Corps
(middle) and U.S. Air Force (bottom) are plotted across years. Indeed, the accident rates among
these diverse types of flying operations have dropped impressively since the late 1950s and
early 1960s, indicating that all aspects of aviation have benefited from advances aimed at
making the skies safer.So, what can we attribute these improvements in aviation safety to over
the last half-century? Given the rather dramatic changes evident in the accident record, it is
doubtful that any single intervention was responsible for the decline in the accident rate. Rather,
it is likely the result of a variety of factors, such as advancements in technology, equipment,
operating procedures, and training practices (Nagel, 1988; Yacavone, 1993).Figure 1.4 U.S.
Naval aviation accident rate and intervention strategies across calendar years 1950 to
2000Source: U.S. Naval Safety CenterTo give you a better feel for how various interventions
have improved aviation safety, let us consider several of these initiatives within the context of
Naval aviation. In Figure 1.4, a number of technical innovations and standardization programs
introduced into the U.S. Navy/Marine Corps over the last several decades have been
superimposed on the annual accident rate. Arguably, these efforts were not solely responsible
for the decline observed in the accident rate. After all, nowhere does this figure address
improvements in aircraft design and the introduction of new aircraft in the fleet. Still, there is little
question among Naval experts that these interventions played a significant role in the level of
safety currently enjoyed by the U.S. Navy/Marine Corps.Figure 1.5 Original straight carrier flight
deck (top) and improved angled carrier flight deck (bottom)Source: U.S. NavyConsider, for
example, the development of the angled carrier deck aboard Naval aircraft carriers in the early to
mid-1950s. Many Naval history buffs may recall that early aircraft carrier flight decks were single
straight runways, which created a number of safety problems – especially when one aircraft was
trying to take off from the bow of the ship while another was unexpectedly aborting a landing on
the stern (Figure 1.5, top). Not surprising, aircraft would occasionally collide! To remedy this
safety hazard, the angled carrier deck was developed, which allowed aircraft to take off from the
bow of the ship in a different direction from those landing on the stern, avoiding any potential
conflict in their flight paths; a very wise intervention indeed (Figure 1.5, bottom).Another major
factor affecting safety in the U.S. Navy/Marine Corps was the establishment of the Naval Aviation
Safety Center (now known as the Naval Safety Center) in the mid-1950s. On the surface, this



might not seem to be particularly revolutionary given today’s standards. However, for the first
time, a major command in the U.S. Navy was assigned the sole responsibility and authority for
monitoring and regulating safety issues in the fleet. This single act elevated aviation safety to the
highest levels of the U.S. Navy/Marine Corps, as the command reported directly to the Chief of
Naval Operations.Still, other safety programs have helped improve Naval aviation safety as well.
For example, in the early 1960s, the replacement air group concept was created, requiring pilots
to receive specialized training in advanced aircraft before flying them in the fleet. While it may
sound intuitive to some that pilots should gain some tactical experience in their aircraft before
flying them in combat or other operations, this was not always the case. As recently as WWII,
pilots would receive basic flight training and then transition to the fleet, entering the operational
arena with very little time in their combat aircraft.More recently, the establishment of formal
squadron safety programs, the development of aircrew coordination training, and the
implementation of a periodic human factors review of fleet aviators have all contributed
significantly to Naval aviation safety by identifying problems and hazards before they resulted in
accidents. Undeniably, safety initiatives such as these have saved countless lives in the U.S.
Navy/Marine Corps and have elevated Naval aviation safety to unprecedented levels.Beyond
saving lives, the military, like any other business, is often driven by the so-called “bean counters.”
Yet, even the bean counters have to be smiling when you consider the cost savings realized as a
result of improvements in aviation safety. Consider that until recently the U.S. Navy/Marine Corps
flew an average of 2 million flight hours per year (today it’s closer to 1.5 million flight hours per
year). If the rate of major accidents today were still at levels observed in 1950, over 800 aircraft
would have been lost in 2000 alone! Needless to say, the U.S. Navy/Marine Corps would be
quickly out of the aviation business altogether, if that were the case. Thankfully, improvements in
all forms of aviation safety, including Naval aviation, have remedied this trend.Some Reasons for
ConcernEven though the overall accident rate in civil and military aviation is indeed excellent,
certain aspects of the data are “unsettling” (Nagel, 1988, p. 264). As can be seen from the
graphs presented earlier, improvements in aviation safety have slowed substantially during the
last few decades. This plateau has led some to conclude that further reductions in the accident
rate are improbable, if not impossible. In other words, we have reached a point at which
accidents may simply be the “cost of doing business.” However, if we accept this philosophy we
must also be prepared to accept the consequences. For example, on the military side of
aviation, the financial cost of aircraft accidents is growing astronomically. As illustrated in Figure
1.6, the amount of money and resources lost due to U.S. Naval aviation accidents is enormous,
even though these accidents occur much less frequently than other types. Indeed, the loss
incurred from aviation accidents cost the U.S. Navy/Marine Corps some 3.3 billion in the last five
years alone — more than five times that seen with all other accidents combined. Obviously, if the
mishap rate were allowed to continue at its current level, either taxes would have to go up to buy
more airplanes (not a politically popular option), or the military would have to operate with fewer
and fewer aircraft (not a strategically savvy move either).Figure 1.6 Monetary costs of accidents



in the U.S. Navy/Marine Corps from fiscal year 1996 to 2000Source: Fraser (2002)There may be
reason for concern within commercial aviation as well. Consider, for example, that worldwide air
traffic is expected to increase significantly over the next several years as the industry continues
to grow (FSF, 1997). Now let’s assume for the moment that the current commercial accident rate
is already “as good as it’s going to get.” Naturally, if you increase the number of flights while
maintaining the same accident rate, the overall frequency of accidents will inevitably increase as
well. To illustrate this point, the current commercial jet accident rate, expected traffic growth, and
frequency of accidents have been plotted together in Figure 1.7. Sadly, if these estimates remain
unchanged, there may be as many as 50 major airline accidents occurring worldwide per year
during the first decade of the new millennium. This equates to nearly one accident a week!
Figure 1.7 Number of commercial jet accidents, accident rates, and traffic growth — past,
present, and futureSource: Flight Safely Foundation (1997)Given the intense media coverage
that major airline accidents often receive, combined with the rapid dissemination of information
worldwide, there is little doubt that the traveling public will be made well aware of these
accidents in the most explicit detail, even if they do occur half-way around the world. As such,
the airline industry will likely suffer as public confidence erodes and a general mistrust
permeates the aviation industry. Simply trotting out the industry “talking heads” and releasing
statements such as “the accident rate has not changed” or that “we are as safe as we have ever
been” will likely have little or no effect on public confidence, nor will it likely appease the flying
public’s demand for the safest form of transportation possible.One alternative may be to post the
NTSB safety statistic cited earlier on the bulkhead of each airplane. Can you imagine reading
the following placard as you board the airplane with the rest of your family for that fun-filled trip to
Disneyland?Welcome aboard Doug and Scott’s airline. You have a 99.99% chance of surviving
this flight.Not a particularly comforting thought, is it? Well … then again, public relations were
never our strong suit. Beside, the NTSB statistic cited earlier only refers to survival. There are no
guarantees that you will not be involved in an accident or maimed – only that you will likely
survive the ordeal.But seriously, “accident-prevention steps must be taken now to stop the
accident rate from exceeding its current level, and even greater effort must be taken to further
reduce the current accident rate” (FSF, 1997). After all, even if the industry was willing to accept
the monetary cost of accidents, the loss of lives alone makes further reductions a necessity, not
a commodity to be traded. Still, the days of sweeping reductions and sharp drops in the accident
rate due to a few innovations or interventions have been over for nearly 30 years. Any change
will likely be measured as a reduction in only a few accidents a year – and the cost of those
interventions will be the result of millions of dollars worth of research and investigation.
Therefore, with limited budgets and the stakes so high, accident prevention measures must
target the primary cause of accidents, which in most cases, is the human (ICAO, 1993).Human
Error and Aviation AccidentsRecall, that roughly 70 to 80 percent of all aviation accidents are
attributable, at least in part, to some form of human error. Notably, however, as the accident rate
has declined over the last half century, reductions in human error-related accidents have not



kept pace with the reduction of accidents related to mechanical and environmental factors
(NTSB, 1990; Nagel, 1988; O’Hare et al., 1994; Shappell and Wiegmann, 1996; Yacavone,
1993). In fact, humans have played a progressively more important causal role in both civilian
and military aviation accidents as aircraft equipment has become more reliable (Nagel, 1988).
For example, our previous analysis of Naval aviation mishap data (Shappell and Wiegmann,
1996), revealed, that in 1977, the number of Naval aviation accidents attributed solely to
mechanical and environmental factors was nearly equal to those attributable, at least in part, to
human error (Figure 1.8). Yet, by 1992, the number of solely mechanical accidents had been
virtually eliminated, while the number of human-error related accidents had been reduced by
only 50 percent. We have even argued that the reduction in accidents attributable to human error
was not as much a function of interventions aimed at aircrew, as it was improvements made to
the aircraft. After all, it is well known that the opportunity for human error will go up considerably
when a mechanical failure occurs. Not surprising then, as aircraft have become more reliable,
accidents due to human error would naturally decline as well.Figure 1.8 Rate of Naval aviation
accidents associated with human error versus those attributable solely to mechanical or
environmental factorsSo it would appear that many of the interventions aimed at reducing the
occurrence or consequence of human error have not been as effective as those directed at
mechanical failures. Undeniably, there are many reasons for this disparity — some more obvious
than others. Regardless of the reasons however, they can all be best understood within the
context of the accident investigation and prevention process. Therefore, let us consider in more
detail the differences in the accident investigation and intervention process from both the
engineering and human factors side of the house. Although both processes normally occur
simultaneously, each will be considered separately to illustrate their inherent
differences.Engineering Aspects of an InvestigationAlthough much less frequent today than in
years past, mechanical failures occasionally do occur in flight, and in worst-case scenarios may
even lead to an incident or accident as illustrated in Figure 1.9. Typically, an investigation will
then take place involving a team of air-safety investigators and technical support personnel
charged with sifting through the wreckage to uncover hidden clues as to the accident’s cause.
Collectively, this investigative team possesses a wide range of experience, including specialized
knowledge of aircraft systems, aerodynamics, and other aerospace engineering topics. In
addition, these highly trained accident sleuths often have access to an assortment of
sophisticated technology and analytical techniques such as metallurgical tests, electron
microscopy, and advanced computer modeling capabilities, all designed to enrich the
investigative process.Armed with a blend of science and sophisticated instrumentation that
would make even James Bond green with envy, it is no surprise that most, if not all, mechanical
failures that result in accidents are often revealed during the engineering investigation. To
illustrate this point, let us suppose for a moment that the structural integrity of an aircraft is
compromised by fatigue fractures along a wing spar or among a series of bolts or rivets. These
fractures, when viewed with an electron microscope, have unique patterns that can be easily



identified by experienced engineers and metallurgists, leaving little doubt as to the origin of the
failure. In much the same way, the presence of a system malfunction can be uncovered by a
detailed examination of the electrical wiring of the aircraft, including the breakage pattern of light
bulb filaments within the instrument panel. For example, if a particular system warning light was
illuminated at the time of impact (presumably indicating that the system was inoperative) there is
a distinctive stretch to the white-hot filament within the bulb. Combined with other supporting
evidence such as frayed electrical wires, it can then be determined if a system failure contributed
in a significant way to the accident.Figure 1.9 The engineering investigation and prevention
processRegardless of the methods employed, what makes evidence gathered in engineering
investigations so indisputable is that the techniques and analyses involved are grounded in the
physical sciences. This fact alone allows investigators to move beyond simply identifying and
cataloging what part of the aircraft failed, to the larger question of why the failure occurred in the
first place. As a result, data gathered in engineering investigations have yielded revolutionary
design changes and have contributed significantly to the evolution of today’s modern
aircraft.The collection of accident data alone, however, would be of little use if a repository/
database did not exist to house it. Typically then, data from engineering investigations are
entered into accident databases maintained by safety organizations like the National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) in Washington, DC. Such databases are generally highly
structured and well defined, being organized around traditional aircraft categories such as
airframes, powerplants, and component systems. As a result, the data are easily accessible,
allowing periodic analyses to be performed so that major causal trends or common problems
can be identified across accidents.The results from these analyses in turn provide feedback to
investigators, which improves their investigative methods and techniques while providing
guidance on where to look during future investigations. For example, if analysts at the NTSB
were to find that a particular engine had a history of fatigue related failures, then this information
could be distributed to investigators in the field for use during their next investigation. In effect,
the accident database provides a rich source of clues when investigating future accidents.In
addition, information from the database analyses provides a valuable resource for researchers
within the FAA, NASA, DoD and airplane manufacturers whose mission is to develop safer and
more efficient aircraft. Ultimately, these needs-based, data-driven programs produce effective
intervention strategies that either prevent mechanical failures from occurring or mitigate their
consequences when they do. What’s more, given that these interventions are “data-driven,” their
effectiveness can be objectively monitored and evaluated, so that they can be modified or
reinforced to improve safety. The result of this engineering investigative and prevention process
has been a dramatic reduction in the rate of accidents due to mechanical or systems
failures.Human Factors Aspects of an InvestigationIn contrast to the engineering investigation
just described, consider the occurrence of an aircrew error that results in an accident (Figure
1.10). As with mechanical failures, an investigation soon takes place to determine the nature and
cause of these errors. However, unlike the engineering investigation that involved numerous



technical experts, the human performance investigation typically involves only a single
individual, who may or may not be trained in human factors. In fact, even at the world’s premier
safety organizations there may be only a handful of human factors professionals on the staff.
Truth be told, if you were to knock on the door of the NTSB or any of the U.S. military safety
centers today and ask them to send out their human factors experts, only a few people would
exit the building. Now, ask them to send out their engineering experts. It would look like a fire
drill, as practically the whole building empties! Perhaps this is a bit of an exaggeration, but the
point is that most human performance investigators are often a “one person show”, with little
assistance or support in the field or elsewhere.What makes matters worse is that unlike the
tangible and quantifiable evidence surrounding mechanical failures, the evidence and causes of
human error are generally qualitative and elusive. Even the analytical techniques used within the
human factors investigation are generally less refined and sophisticated than those employed to
analyze mechanical and engineering concerns. Consider, for example, the difference between
fatigue in a bolt and a fatigued pilot. Unlike metal fatigue that can be readily identified using well-
established technology and electron microscopy, pilot fatigue is difficult to observe directly,
much less quantify. Instead, it must be inferred from a variety of factors such as the time an
accident occurred and the pilot’s 72-hour history, which includes, among other things, when he/
she went to bed and how long they slept. In addition, other issues such as work tempo,
experience, and flight duration may also come into play, all of which make any determination of
pilot fatigue an inexact science at best. So, while engineers have little difficulty agreeing upon
fatigue in a bolt, it remains virtually impossible to get a group of accident investigators to agree
on the presence of fatigue in a pilot, even if all of the necessary information is available.Like pilot
fatigue, the identification of other human factors causal to an accident is easier said than done.
As a result, human factors investigations have traditionally focused on “what” caused the
accident, rather than “why” it occurred. Indeed, many human causal factors in accident reports
are not “really causes on which safety recommendations can be made, but rather merely brief
descriptions of the accident” or error (ICAO, 1993, p. 32). Statements like the pilot “failed to
maintain adequate clearance from the terrain” provide little insight into possible interventions. In
effect, the only safety recommendations that could be derived from such a statement would be
to either make a rubber airplane or make rubber ground — neither of which make much sense
outside the confines of children’s cartoons!Still, investigators identify human causal factors, and
as with the engineering side of the investigation, the information gathered during the human
performance investigation is entered into an accident database. However, unlike their
engineering counterparts, databases that house human error data are often poorly organized
and lack any consistent or meaningful structure. This should come as no surprise when you
consider that “information management” technicians who possess expertise in archiving data
but have little familiarity with human factors, design most accident databases. As a result, these
data warehouses are quite effective in preserving the data (much like mummification preserves
the body), but they have proven woefully inadequate for data retrieval and analysis. In fact, as



the ardent researcher unwraps the proverbial database mummy, there is often considerable
disappointment as he soon discovers that what’s inside bears little resemblance to traditional
human factors. That is to say, there is generally no theoretical or functional relationship between
the variables, as they are often few in number and ill defined.Given the dearth of human factors
data and the inherent problems associated with most databases, when aviation accident data
are examined for human error trends, the result is typically less than convincing. Accordingly,
many safety professionals have labeled the entire contents of the database as “garbage,” a view
not appreciated by those doing the investigations. Still, even with its shortcoming, analysts and
academicians continue to wrestle with the data and are resolved to making something out of
their contents. Unfortunately, many of these analyses simply focus on more reliable contextual
information such as time of day, weather conditions, and geographic location of the accident or
demographic data surrounding accidents, such as pilot gender, age, and flight time. In fact, few
studies have attempted to examine the underlying human causes of accidents. Even those have
generally been limited to a small subset of accidents that often only relate to the researchers
particular area of interest. Rarely, if ever, has there been a comprehensive and systematic
analysis of the entire database to discover the major human factors issues related to flight
safety.Results from analyses of accident data have therefore provided little feedback to help
investigators improve their investigative methods and techniques. The information is also of
limited use to airlines and government agencies in determining the types of research or safety
programs to sponsor. Not surprising then, many human factors safety programs tend to be
intuitively- or fad-driven, rather than the data-driven programs initiated within the engineering
side of the house. That is to say, interventions aimed at human factors are typically derived by
well-meaning, “expert” opinion or group discussions about what many “believe” are the major
safety issues. In truth however, many decisions about safety programs are based on statements
like, “I’ve flown the line, and never crashed from being fatigued, so fatigue cannot be a big
problem,” or “the last accident was due to CRM problems, therefore we need to spend more
money on improving CRM.”Figure 1.10 Human error process loopCuriously, most would admit
that this opinion-based process would not work on the engineering side. Imagine an engineer
standing up in a meeting and emphatically stating that he or she has a “gut feeling” about the
airworthiness of a particular aircraft. Such a statement not based on data, would clearly result in
more than just a few odd looks from co-workers if not outright ridicule. Nevertheless, such is
often the status quo on the human factors side and many don’t think twice about it!Given that
most human factors safety programs are not data-driven, it only stands to reason that they have
produced intervention strategies that are only marginally effective at reducing the occurrence
and consequences of human error. Furthermore, unlike the engineering side in which single
interventions can often produce great strides in improving the structural integrity and reliability of
mechanical systems, human factors interventions are often constrained by the limited
improvements that can be achieved in the performance capabilities of humans. What’s more, the
lack of consistent human factors accident data has prohibited the objective evaluation of most



interventions so that they might be revamped or reinforced to improve safety. As a result, the
overall rate of human-error related accidents has remained high and constant over the last
several years (Shappell and Wiegmann, 1996).ConclusionThe current aviation safety system
was built on issues that confronted aviation 50 years ago, when the aircraft was, in effect, the
“weakest link.” Today, however, accidents attributable to catastrophic failures of the aircraft are
very infrequent. If the aviation industry is ever to realize a reduction in the aviation accident rate,
the human causes of accidents need to be more effectively addressed.However, simply
replacing all of the engineers and other technical experts with those versed in human factors is
not the solution. That would be like “throwing the baby out with the bath water” and would likely
result in an increase in accidents attributable to mechanical and engineering factors. Instead,
the human factors aspects of aircraft accident investigations need to be enhanced.
Nevertheless, one does not necessarily need a doctorate in human factors to perform a
legitimate human performance investigation. Current air-safety investigators could effectively
assume these responsibilities. This is not to say, however, that simply having a brain by default
makes an engineer or a pilot a human factors expert. Just because we all eat, doesn’t make us
all experts in nutrition. Air-safety investigators need to be provided with a better understanding of
human factors issues and analytical techniques.
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